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News Snippets
president bush To
nominate Hope alumni
Carol van Voorst (’73), the
deputy chief of mission in Vienna,
is intended to be nominated by
President Bush to be the next
Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the United
States of America to the Republic
of Iceland.

nobel

prize winning
alum dies

Hope
College
alumnus
Richard Errett Smalley (’65), a
chemist who shared a Nobel Prize
for the discovery of buckyballs
and helped pioneer the field of
nanotechnology, died Friday after
a six-year struggle with cancer.
He was 62.

students raise $1,193.80
for water in kenya
Students raised $1,193.80 over
the past two weeks to build a well
in Churo, Kenya. The money
was raised by saving money
that is normally spent on other
beverages and then donating that
money to the 1,000 Wells Project.
Libby Skaff (’06) and Thea Neal
(’07) started the project at Hope.
During the next two weeks they
plan to brainstorm other projects.

national sororities and
fraternities studied on
campus
The Campus Life Board
decided to form an ad hoc
committee to study the potential
impact of national fraternities
and sororities at Hope College.
The committee will present their
findings to the Campus Life
Board. The Campus Life Board
will present their recommendation
to President Bultman and the
Board of Trustees in December.

tires Slashed
On Oct. 25, number of
vehicles parked in Parking Lot X
and V had their tires slashed or
punctured. A total of 22 vehicles
were damaged each with one tire
slashed. Many of the vehicles
belonged to Dykstra residents.

clocks show wrong
time
On Nov. 1 various clocks on
campus were half an hour fast.
Clocks in the Dewitt Center,
Martha Miller and Phelps Hall
were among such clocks The
reason for the wrong times is
unknown.

“Spera In Deo”

Hope College w Holland, Michigan

Hope Responds to rosa parks’ death
Kurt Pyle

one must consider that racism and bigotry
had so gripped the South that it applied
even to seating and where to drink water.
To achieve what pioneers such as Parks
achieved, Johnson said, required “absolute
determination.”
Vanessa Greene, director of multicultural
life, called Parks’ contribution “courageous”
and one that should not be trivialized. “There
were no laws to protect her,” Greene said.
“When you’re standing for something like
that, you’re not just standing alone, you’re
standing for a people,” she said.
Johnson said that the strength of Parks’
legacy was in the simplicity of her action.
“People are [always] looking for the big
thing, the big solution. Rosa Parks sat down
on a bus,” Johnson said.
Greene, who grew up in the South during
the 1960s, added that despite the strides
made by pioneers like Parks, the movement’s
objective has not been fully achieved.
“King’s dream, Parks’ dream has not been
realized. You still have that segregation,”
Greene said. “There are systems that are
always constructed to defeat the work of
progress.”
Johnson said that for many Americans,
apathy has become an entrenched mind set.
“A significant portion of the U.S. has an
emotional investment in wanting to think this
issue is behind us,” Johnson said. “It’s not
friendly stuff; it’s not stuff we want to talk
about.”
Despite this fact, a desire for change still
exists, Johnson said. “White people don’t

An active member of her local chapter of
the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, Parks never sought out the
Rosa Parks, the seamstress whose
limelight. She later admitted that, “If I had
defiance of segregated bus seating laws in
let myself think too deeply about what might
Montgomery, Ala. launched the modern civil
happen to me, I might have gotten off the
rights movement, died Oct. 24 in her home
bus.”
in Detroit (of natural causes.) She was 92
The ensuing bus boycott organized by the
years old.
local NAACP lasted 382 days and propelled
the 27-year-old minister
of Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church and leader of
the bus boycott, Martin
Luther King Jr., to
prominence. On Dec. 21,
1956, the Supreme Court
declared laws requiring
segregation on buses
unconstitutional.
Faced with death
threats after her act of
defiance, Parks moved to
Virginia and later Detroit,
working for Congressman
John Conyers, Jr. (DMich.).
In her later
years, she was awarded
the Medal of Honor, the
highest award given by
the U.S. government, but
also was nearly evicted
from her apartment, until
a local church assisted
with payments.
Fred
Johnson,
Photo courtesy U.S. National Archives
a nation remembers — Rosa Parks’ coffin is dis- professor of history, said
played at the U.S. Capitol. Parks was revered for her partic- that in order to appreciate
ipation in the Montgomery, Ala. bus boycott in Dec. 1955. Parks’ act of defiance,
Senior Staff Writer

see

parks, page 7

high-speed bike chase through campus
David Lee
Staff Writer

On Oct. 29 there was a chase
through the middle of campus near
Phelps Dining Hall involving four
people on bikes and a Campus
Safety vehicle. The chase ended
in a broken fence and continues
the recent acts of vandalism that
have littered fall semester.
One of the four bikers was
seen repeatedly riding his bike up

the concrete railing of the stairs
between DeWitt Center and Phelps
Hall. He was also seen jumping
onto the black metal fence at the
top of the stairs. After numerous
tries, he broke the fence, which
remains unrepaired.
The four bikers fled as Campus
Safety attempted to pursue them.
Campus Safety Officer Chad
Wolters said that this is the same
group of non-Hope students
responsible for other incidents of

vandalism
a r o u n d
campus,
including
incidents in the new
DeVos
construction
site.
While the four bikers
were not apprehended,
they could face arrest
by
the
Holland
Police Department.
Trespassers
on
Hope’s campus are

downtown holland expects
Kurt Pyle

Senior Staff Writer

Maintaining the recent revitalization
of downtown Holland may be the most
important priority of the community, but
extending that revitalization is a close
second. That was the general feeling
amongst the 80 participants in a public
forum on the Main Street/Downtown
Development Authority’s strategic plan.
The citizen input session highlighted
the successes of the past decade, including
the new Eighth Street farmers’ market and
the expansion of downtown housing.
Ideas floated for the next decade included
efforts to make downtown family and
youth friendly; increase housing, dining,
and retail diversity; and modify parking
to accommodate increased residential and
commercial usage.
Voting showed that, at this meeting at

least, tying the downtown to the waterfront,
utilizing the now vacant Civic Center,
improving the image of Holland schools and
creating walkable neighborhoods were the
top priorities of the participants.
The site of the session, Hope College’s
Haworth Center, has been part of downtown
Holland’s transformation over the past
decade.
College officials say the collaboration
between the community and Hope College
has played an important role in the area’s
transformation.
“There’s been a long standing relationship
between the campus and the city,” said Greg
Maybury, director of operations at Hope
College. “Hope needs to be strong as a
college to strengthen the southern border of
downtown.”
This trend figures to continue with the
completion of the DeVos Fieldhouse on the
Eastern Gateway to downtown. Phil Meyer,

given a warning the first time
they are caught and
banned from campus.
If they are found on
campus again, they
are turned over to
HPD.
As deterrents,
metal
wedges
have been placed
on most railings
around campus.

new look

director of community and neighborhood
services for the city of Holland, hopes to
integrate the new attraction with the existing
structure of downtown.
“There are a lot of opportunities down there,”
Meyer said.
City officials are currently considering the
placement of a roundabout at the northeast
corner of the fieldhouse site, a plan which
will most likely be voted upon in the next six
to eight months. This roundabout, along with
the fieldhouse and recent construction along 8th
Street west of the site, seems set to transform
the long-blighted eastern gateway of Holland.
Although Tuesday’s meeting generally
featured local business leaders, the city hopes
that the campus will get involved in the process
as well.
“It’d be great to get student feedback on
what they’d like to see down there,” said Meyer.
see

downtown, page 5
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CIA LeAK Probe ContInUes HUrrICAne CAUse
HotLY DebAteD
Kurt Pyle

Senior Staff Writer

From Reagan and Iran-Contra to Clinton and
the Lewinski scandal, second-term presidents
have often found their agenda challenged by the
unfriendly glare of scandal.
So it has been for the Bush administration, which
faced the watershed moment of its own scandal
Friday with the indictment of vice presidential Chief
of Staff I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby on ﬁve counts,
including obstruction of justice and perjury.
The grand jury investigation of Patrick J.
Fitzgerald into the leak of the identity of covert
CIA agent Valerie Plame gripped Washington over
the past 22 months, allowing a glimpse into the
workings of the often reclusive Bush White House.
The implication of senior Bush administration
ofﬁcials, including Bush political guru Karl Rove
and Libby, brought the specter of scandal to an
administration that came into ofﬁce pledging to
clean up the scandal-plagued presidency.
The leak investigation has resurrected debates
about the use of intelligence in the lead up to the Iraq
war and the administration’s handling of dissenting
voices.
In February 2002, Plame’s husband, Joseph
Wilson, was sent to Niger to investigate claims that
Iraq had been attempting to purchase uranium in
the African nation. After the administration used
the claim to justify the invasion of Iraq, Wilson
claimed in a July 6, 2003 New York Times op-ed that
“the administration had manipulated intelligence
regarding the matter.”
An ensuing July 2003 column by journalist Robert
Novak cited two administration sources as saying
Wilson’s wife was a covert Central Intelligence

Agency
(CIA)
agent.
The
intentional leak of
a covert operative
is a federal crime.
F i t z g e r a l d ’s
investigation
focused primarily
on what Libby and
Rove told a number
of reporters during
the time of the leak.
Libby contended
that he ﬁrst learned
Plame’s
name LIbbY CAUGHt ALLeGand status from eDLY LeAKInG — Vice
NBC
reporter presidential Chief of staff
Tim Russert, a I. Lewis Libby was indictfact contradicted ed on ﬁve counts Friday.
by
Russert’s
testimony and evidence that Libby spoke with Vice
President Dick Cheney about Plame months before
his conversation with Russert.
Ofﬁcials from the President on down have faced
a crisis of conﬁdence as a result of early statements
on the case. President Bush vowed in 2004 to ﬁre
anyone who revealed Plame’s name. In October
2003, White House spokesman Scott McClellan
categorically denied the involvement of Rove and
Libby in the leak, an assertion disproved by the
investigation.
The Bush administration will seek to change the
popular focus this week with a new initiative for
combating avian ﬂu and potentially with yesterdays
announcement of new Supreme Court nominee,
Samuel Alito.

Gretchen Keillor
Staff Writer

Earlier this year, scientists had
predicted an unusually intense
hurricane season, predictions that
proved startlingly true.
The south and east coasts of
the United States have seen three
Category Five hurricanes, causing
billions of dollars of damage and
ending hundreds of lives.
The most recent storm,
Hurricane Beta, is the recordbreaking 13th hurricane and the
23rd named tropical storm of the
season.
In the past 10 years, hurricane
seasons have consistently been
above average intensity. A debate
rages as to the cause of this
heightened activity.
Hurricane expert William Gray
of Colorado State University is
among those who refute the idea
of global warming as the cause of
so many strong hurricanes.
Gray points out precedents for
the devastating hurricanes that the
U.S. has seen this year. Even the
Gulf Coast’s double hit of Katrina
and Rita was modeled in 1915,
when two Category Four storms

hit New Orleans and Houston
only six weeks apart. According
to Gray, this hurricane season is
just part of a bigger cycle; the
strength of these storms should
not have been surprising, he said.
Others, however, feel that
global warming plays a huge
role in the severity of this year’s
hurricanes.
“While
hurricanes
have
bedeviled the Gulf Coast region
for years, global warming is
making matters worse,” said
Brenda Ekwurzel, a climate
scientist of the Union of
Concerned Scientist National
Climate Education Program.
Studies indicate that carbon
dioxide
is
raising
ocean
temperatures, “and those warmer
oceans are converting low-grade
storms into powerful hurricanes,”
she said.
“In short, the warm oceans are
like fuel to a hurricane. It’s like
throwing gasoline on a ﬁre.”
Overall there is one thing both
sides can agree on: more study
is needed to truly determine the
cause of this year’s more severe
hurricane season.

oUtbreAK oF bIrD FLU rAIses ConCern
Chris Lewis and Kurt Pyle
Staff Writer

Senior Staff Writer

From Cambodia to Croatia,
Thailand to Turkey, a new public
health threat is spreading its
wings, and spreading alarm in its
wake.
The recent spread of the
bird ﬂu is raising concerns both
domestically and abroad over
the level of preparedness and the
scale of the threat.
The fast-evolving character of
bird ﬂu A, also known as H5N1,
may limit the effectiveness of
current
vaccines,
“Because
these viruses are changing on a
yearly basis,” Andrew Pekosz, an
assistant professor of molecular
microbiology at the Washington
University School of Medicine,

said.
“We certainly can’t expect that
a virus generated from last year’s
H5N1 strain will cross react with
last year’s H5N1.”
A recent article in the journal
“Nature” raised concerns by
showing that the Spanish ﬂu
epidemic that killed nearly 50
million people in 1918-19 most
likely mutated from a strain
originating in birds.
This,
combined with the virus’ steady
westward movement since its
ﬁrst appearance in 1997 has
heightened public health concerns
in the United States and Europe.
President Bush has pushed
for increased vaccine production
from private corporations and the
military. The president has also

suggested that quarantines might
be used if the virus appeared in
the United States.
Humans are infected with the
bird ﬂu virus when they have
contact with infected poultry or
contaminated surfaces.
Typical prescription medicines
that are approved for human ﬂu
viruses should work in treating

and preventing the bird ﬂu
infection. The ﬂu viruses may
become resistant to these drugs
and the medications may not
work. Not enough research has
been done to know how effective
these vaccines are.
In March of 2004, the outbreak
of avian inﬂuenza was supposed
to be under control. However,

by late June of that year new
outbreaks of inﬂuenza H5N1
among poultry were reported by
many other countries in Asia ,
including Siberia and Mongolia.
To date, at least 117 human
infections of inﬂuenza A have
been reported in Cambodia,
Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam
with at least 60 deaths.

Patty Larkin, Kaki King, Mimi Fox,
and Muriel Anderson are...
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La Guitara
Friday
Nov. 11

7:30 p.m.
Knickerbocker
Theatre
(downtown Holland)

A ground-breaking
performance of four women
guitarists from four different
genres sharing one stage.

www.pattylarkin.com/laguitara
“La Guitara is a snapshot of an ever-changing landscape. These women are innovators and educators,
alt types and concert hall performers, jazzers, blue players, composers and interpreters. La Guitara
explores the contribution of women to the evolution of guitar.” Patty Larkin
$10 adults, $5 seniors, $3 18 & under • DeWitt Center Ticket Office (616-395-7890)

ALL ticket revenue goes toward supporting public school
appearances by artists visiting Hope College.
Underwritten by the Hope College Patrons for the Arts
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This Week in Art
Wednesday
Nov. 2
Film: “Keys to the House”
7; 9p.m. nightly. Knickerbocker
Theatre. Thru Nov. 4.

Entertainment @ the Kletz
9-10 p.m. Joanna Olson
10-11 p.m. Ashley DeHudy &
Peter Nyberg

Thursday
“Strider” Postmortem

Nov. 3

11 a.m.

Piano Departmental Recital
11 a.m. Wichers Auditorium

Friday
Wind Symphony &
Percussion Ensemble

Nov. 4

7:30 p.m. Dimnent

“Must Love Dogs”

Nov. 4 & 5: 7; 9:30 p.m; midnight
Nov. 6: 3p.m. Winants Auditorium. $2

Music @ Lemonjello’s

9 p.m. Grrropolis and Chris Andrus

Saturday
Nov. 5
Carol Beth Steiner, flute
2 p.m. Wichers Auditorium

Nykerk Cup Competition
8 p.m. Holland Civic Center

Music @ Lemonjello’s

9 p.m. Eric Kehoe & Rachele Eve

Sunday
Faculty Music Recital

Nov. 6

3 p.m. Wichers Auditorium

Monday
Nov. 7
Marilynne Robinson Reading
7 p.m. Dimnent.
6:30 p.m. Blue Note Jazz Ensemble

Aaron Hawn, trombone
8 p.m. Wichers Auditorium

Tuesday
Music @ Lemonjello’s

Nov. 8

Wednesday
Osiris Piano Trio

Nov. 9

8 p.m. Saxon Shore and Anathallo

7:30 p.m. Dimnent

Entertainment @ the Kletz

9-11 p.m. Bo Buckley opening for
12th Street Harmony

Independent Films now
at knick
Knickerbocker Theatre has
three independent films planned
for their fall film series.
Keys to the House is an Italian
film portraying the relationship
dynamics between a father and
his disabled son. The film will
be in Italian, but will have English subtitles. It will conclude its
screening this week, running Nov.
2-4 at 7 and 9 p.m. nightly.
Mad Hot Ballroom, this year’s
Tulipanes festival hit, will screen
Nov. 7-10 and Nov. 14-18. Praised
by critics as “wildly enjoyable”,
PG-rated “Ballroom” follows
street-wise New York City fifthgraders as they journey into the
world of competitive ballroom
dancing. Told from their candid,
sometimes hilarious perspectives,
these kids are transformed—from
reluctant participants to determined competitors. The film will
be in both English, and Spanish
with English subtitles.
The War Within will show
Nov. 25-26 and Nov. 29-Dec. 2.
It tells the story of a Pakistani
student, Hassan, in Paris, who is
apprehended by Western intelligence agents for terrorist activities. His entry into American society initiates a struggle between
his religious beliefs and his new
life. The film is in English.
Tickets for any of these movies are $6. There are two showings nightly, at 7 and 9 p.m.
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Painting Hope: Bruce McCombs’ watercolor exhibit unveils campus “snapshots”
Erika English

Senior Staff Writer

The DePree Art Center is currently hosting a watercolor exhibit by Hope art professor Bruce McCombs. The paintings shed new
light on the overlooked aspects of the campus.
McCombs has been a faculty member at
Hope since 1969. In that time he’s watched
Hope grow and change—something he’s
captured in his paintings. Hope’s current underclassmen may or may not remember Van
Raalte Hall, the moving of the Keppel House
or the beginning of the DeVos Fieldhouse
construction. According to Amy
Howard (’09), gallery guard, that
reminiscent sentiment is common
among gallery-goers.
“A lot of people (who) come
through here are alumni and say
“I remember…,” especially the

(paintings of)Van Raalte- it’s kind of cool,”
Howard said.
The exhibition contains paintings inspired
from all areas of campus, not just the old aspects. There are numerous works based on
Dimnent Chapel and campus cottages. One
captures the Hope College arch in 1912.
These pieces are all done in the photorealist tradition, with attention to the detail of
shadowing and reflection that it seems like a
snapshot.
McCombs’ reputation as an artist is international. His paintings are both highly
scrutinized and highly valued. Prices for the

pieces currently on display range from $1,000
to $2,000.
Although Bruce McCombs himself was unavailable for comment, that hasn’t stopped others from praising his work, like Howard.
“I like them a lot; they’re photo quality yet
unique angles.… It’s fun to be surrounded
with good art, plus (it’s cool that) he’s a teacher
here,” Howard said.
Former Hope College President Gordon Van
Wylen praised McCombs’ value as a teacher as
well as an artist. In his writing he recognized the
skill it takes to produce the high level of technical prowess shown in the watercolor exhibit.
“Bruce McCombs is a superb
example of a faculty member
who teaches first of all by having true excellence in his field,”
Van Wylen said.
The exhibition will continue
through Wednesday, Nov. 23.

Hope alumnus, prof
perform Oct. 30 for
Herrick Concert Series

Faculty recital to
reintroduce
Anchor Piano Trio

Matt Oosterhouse

Nicholas Engel

More than 200 people attended
the “Cellorama II” concert held at
the Herrick District Library on
Oct. 30. The concert, part of the
Herrick Concert Series, featured
performances on the cello by
Hope College professor of music
Richard Piippo, retired professor
emeritus Robert Ritsema, alumnus Christopher Meyer (’02), and
Ernest Lloyd.
The cellist quartet performed
selections by G.P Telemann, Shirl
Jay Atwell, W.A. Mozart, and Julius Klengel. Meyer and Piippo,
accompanied by pianist Joan
Conway, performed a “Concerto
for two Celli and Piano” by Antonio Vivaldi.
Piippo enjoyed playing in a
duet with Meyer, a former student
of his.
“He (Meyer) is very professional. He is a great cellist, and
it is always great to perform with
former students,” Piippo said.
The Herrick Concert Series
features 11 concerts between October and May. The concerts are
performed by local musicians,
many of whom are fellow musicians and friends of Conway.
Conway, a retired professor of
music, established the series in
1999 and continues to organize
it. “All my friends, I twist their
arms,” Conway said, in reference
to how she finds performers for
the series. “My fellow musicians
have a lifetime of performance.
They enjoy playing nice music.”
Performers are given a small
honorarium for participating
in the series, courtesy of the
Friends of the Herrick District
Library organization. “When we
started, the performers didn’t
receive a penny,” Conway said.
”They do it because they love to
perform.”
The next Herrick concert event
is on Nov. 20 at 3 p.m. and will
feature a string quintet.
“We would love to have Hope
students attend,” Conway said.
“The concerts are ‘user-friendly.’
They are short (about an hour
long), which makes them attractive to people of all ages.”

Hope professors Andrew Le
and Richard Piippo are set to
reintroduce the Anchor Piano
Trio with a debut at the faculty
music recital Saturday, Nov. 6
at 3 p.m.
Piippo, cello professor and
conductor of the Hope Symphony and Symphonette, is the
only original member of the
trio, which has been performing on and off for five years.
Le, piano professor, is new
to the music faculty this year.
To date, his Hope experience
has been positive.
“There’s an attitude of collegiality that promotes the
appreciation of, among other
things, music,” Le said.
The trio violinist is Martha
Walvoord, a Holland native.

Arts Editor

Staff Writer

Photo courtesy art department

Photorealism — ”Ed’s Easy Diner,” watercolor 22”x30.”
McCombs’ style, sometimes called ‘superrealism,’ tries to explore how viewers interpret photographs and everyday life.

Osiris Piano Trio

Nov. 9, 7:30 p.m.
Dimnent Chapel
Hope College
Internationally acclaimed
Dutch musicians

Hope College Great
Performance Series

“Extending right
through the concert
was the encouraging
zest of the performers”
The New York Times

www.osiristrio.com • www.hope.edu/gps
Tickets: $15 adults, $12 senior citizens, $5 children • 616-395-7890
The Osiris Piano Trio performance has received support from the Netherland-American Foundation.
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Myers presents “A Christian Case for Gay Marriage”
Heidi Weir

Senior Staff Writer

Former Hope professor of psychology and well-known author David Myers
spoke to Hope students and faculty about
his book, “What God Has Joined Together? A Christian Case for Gay Marriage” on
Oct. 26.
Many Christian students at Hope have
much to say on the topic of gay marriages
and homosexuality. “I feel that this is one
of the issues that really divides campus,”
Laura Hauch (’08) said.
At the age of 24, Myers had already
earned his Ph.D. in social psychology at the
University of Iowa. He then moved with
his wife, Carol, and son, Peter, to Holland
where he began is 38-year career as a Hope
professor, though he originally planned to
stay only three years.
Since then, Myers has also become an
author, an ordained elder in church, a community activist and an advocate for the
hearing impaired. He has written 15 books
in 40 years, including the best-selling psychology textbook entitled “Social Psychology” read by more than 10 million students
worldwide.
Myers donates much of the royalties
into the “David and Carol Myers Foundation,” which donates money to Hollandbased institutions close to Myers’s heart
such as the Community Action House, the
Center for Women in Transition, the Reformed Church of America, the Hearing
Loop Initiative and Hope College.
No longer a full-time professor, Myers
has been traveling the world giving talks
about his books. His best-selling book,
“Pursuit of Happiness,” published in 1992,
has generated more than 400 media interview requests and 175 speaking engagements.
His newest book, “What God Has
Joined Together,” has initiated a bit more
controversy.
Myers said that he has not set out to
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half of the first children
change anyone’s mind
today are born outside of
or seek controversy, but
marriage and it has been
rather to “give witness to
proven that most chilthe truth as best as I can
dren fare better growing
discern it…The ultimate
up in families with two
goal is to tell the truth
parents. Married adults
and to do it with a certain
and families tend to be
spirit of humility.”
happier, healthier and
Myers grew up in
wealthier.
While the
the Presbyterian Church
number
of
marriages
is
where a recent vote of
decreasing
and
the
co503-490 banned gay
habitation rate is increasmarriage. Neither a libing, Myers suggests that
eral nor conservative
we need to “refocus on
himself, his purpose is
the family.”
to help bridge the divide
Photo Courtesy DavidMyers.Org
“I’m not saying that
between traditionalists
advocating marriage—
everyone
should be marand the progressives. He In his latest book, David Myried,
but
everyone
should
said he was not trying to ers examines the biological
at
least
have
the
option.
represent the voices of factors that contribute to hoWhat if we had a single
gays and lesbians or to mosexuality.
standard for monogaoffer biblical expertise;
my…to
restrain
sexual
activity to a covinstead, Myers was trying to shed light on
enant
monogamy
ideal?”
Myers said.
the sexual orientation of everyone and how
Myers
presented
his
case
by addressfamily values can coexist with the support
ing
the
questions:
“Is
sexual
orientation
a
of gay relationships.
choice?
Has
today’s
greater
tolerance
influHomosexuality has long been an issue
of debate for many Christian churches. As enced the population’s sexual orientation?
What are
Myers
the bionoted,
“The
church
must
itself
be
a
welcoming
place
to
wrestle
with
the
logical
the 1978
correT h e o - issues of sexual orientation and behavior.”
l o g i c a l — Theological Commission, Reformed Church in America lates and
influC o m ences?
mission
Is
it
possible
to
change
one’s
sexual
orienof the Reformed Church in America stated
tation?”
that “the church must itself be a welcoming
Many tests have been done on this subplace to wrestle with the issues of sexual
ject
suggesting that homosexuality is not a
orientation and behavior.”
choice,
as Myers demonstrated. Genetics
Myers spoke in Maas auditorium on
have
proven
to be a possible factor as well
Oct. 26 to a room packed full of students,
as
paternal
hormonal
influences.
faculty, and community members who were
Another
common
test examining the
eagerly awaiting Myers to present his case.
spatial
abilities
of
males
versus females
Myers began his presentation with stressing
has
found
that
males
rank
best
and females
the importance of marriage in general. He
rank
worst,
while
the
spatial
abilities of
went on to present statistics showing that
gays
tend
to
fall
right
in
the
middle.
More
marriage is socially good and it is being
than
450
animal
species
have
also
been
undermined in today’s world. More than

found to demonstrate homosexual behaviors, such as two dogs of the same sex
mounting each other.
Several “reparative therapy” gay correction programs have tried, but rarely
succeeded, to truly alter these homosexual behaviors and sexual orientations. In
many instances, these programs have even
resulted in depression and suicides.
The Bible has often been used by conservatives as a way to contradict gay marriages. Myers agrees that the Bible does
support marriages, and that these marriages
are assumedly between a male and female.
He does, however, question why gay marriage is such a huge issue tearing churches
apart when homosexuality is hardly ever
mentioned in the Bible. The topic of divorce is condemned in the Bible much
more frequently than is homosexuality.
Why then are divorced people becoming
more embraced in most churches—claiming to be a “hospital to broken people?”
While many Christians believe that gay
marriage will undermine traditional marriage and other traditional Christian values,
Myers stated that what is really undermining marriage are things like cohabitation
and one night stands.
Myers also observed that people of faith
seem to be changing their mindsets on the
issue of homosexuality as they have in past
culture wars. People have changed their
minds in the past from polygamy to monogamy, arranged marriages to romantic
choice, male headship to marital mutuality,
and shunning to accepting interracial marriages.
Myers claimed to have received many
positive responses as well as negative ones
towards his theories from both Hope College and the rest of the world.
“I respect that. And I’ve written every
one of them back,” Myers said.
Myers emphasizes that it is important to
focus on the big ideas of the scripture like
love, grace and inclusion rather than judgment and exclusion.

Taking Sides

Not a sin: All people
created in God’s image

Shannon Craig
Guest Columnist

Since beginning this column, I have found myself lost in
my thoughts on the subject of gay marriage. While my opinion on the matter has not changed, my understanding of my
opinion has. I have come to better understand why I believe
homosexuality is not wrong. I have come to better understand
why I believe gay marriage is not wrong. My opinions are
based on my faith, the basic teachings of Christ, history and

science.
I was raised in an environment of “open hearts, open minds, and open doors” and
taught that all people are created in God’s image and loved by God. With the increasing evidence that homosexuality is biological and not a choice, I have a hard time
believing that homosexuality can be a sin.
Yes, I understand the Bible says it is a sin, but the Bible also says that fathers can
sell their daughters into slavery, that women can not hold positions of authority, that a
person should be killed for working on the Sabbath. Yet we do not hold these as truths.
I have come to wonder if we are all created in God’s image and God loves us despite
our mistakes, why would He create someone who is a sinner because of his or her
biological make-up?
I have begun to wonder who gave us the authority to tell people who they can and
can not love. If you want to point the Bible, I ask you to notice there is no traditional
happy marriage. Even in Jesus’ family, Mary was pregnant before getting married and
Joseph contemplated leaving her. If we look back into history the definition of marriage in regards to the face of Christianity has changed: from polygamy to monogamy;
from white marrying only white to white marrying black. With each change has come
similar discontent and unrest, why is now different?
Let us not limit our fight to end intolerance at racism, but rather work to end intolerance of all people regardless of race, gender, religion, creed and sexual orientation.

Biblical prohibition of gay
marriage cannot be ignored

There is no Christian case for gay marriage. There might be a
case among Christians, and that case could be sociological, psychological, legal or many other things, but it could not be fundamentally Christian because the Bible explicitly prohibits homosexual relations.
Ally McLeod
Dr. Myers’ assertion that since the Bible mentions homosexualGuest Columnist
ity sparingly one can ignore those mentions is, respectfully, contrary to reason. When a mother admonishes a toddler not to stick a
finger in an electrical outlet, she uses only one word, “No.” Should the child heed it,
or disregard it because it is not an entire speech?
“Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be
deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders…will inherit the kingdom of God. And that is what
some of you were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the
name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God” (1 Cor. 6:9-11, NIV).
The word in this passage which the NIV translates as “homosexual offenders” is
“αρσενοκοιται” [“arsenokoitai”]. It comes from two roots, “αρσενος” [“arsenos”],
meaning “male,” and “κοιτος” [“koitos”], translated everywhere I found it as both
“bed” and “marital relationship.” The word “arsenokoitai” is itself masculine. So, all
taken together, neither “those men who bed men” nor “those men who marry men”
will inherit the kingdom of God.
After listing many other sins (of which, let’s be honest, all of us have committed
at least one), Paul goes on to say, “And that is what some of you were. But you were
washed…”
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Shea Tuttle
Columnist

Not Just Another F-Word

Women around the world face sex slavery, forced
prostitution, widow-burning, gang rape, child marriage,
and polygamy as threats to their daily welfare. Each
of these atrocities demands that privileged men and
women see and actively respond by learning, sharing
information, and acting on behalf of these women.
Knowledge of these atrocities, however, also raises
a crucial question: Do we need feminism in the United
States? After all, most women here (albeit most uppermiddle class, Caucasian, heterosexual women) enjoy
many privileges, including choice about education,
profession, marriage, sexual expression, and political
involvement. We certainly don’t have to consistently
fear the threats present in other parts of the world. So
why do the feminists keep complaining?
Perhaps Kate’s story can address this question.
My family has known Kate since she was 15. High
school was difficult for Kate, though not academically;
she switched schools midway through, eventually
dropping out. Along the way, she had several pregnancies
that ended in abortion or miscarriage, and two that ended
in children. Shanna is now 6; Joey is 3.
Kate worked for a while at Wal-Mart, then at Babies
“R” Us. But finally, she took a job dancing at a club
a couple of towns away. Instead of standing for hours
behind a cash register and going home with a few bucks
in her pocket, Kate displays her body for men who will
tuck the same amount into her bra after 10 minutes.
Granted, she has to be away from her children at
nighttime, when they’re going to bed, but this job means
she can buy them their favorite breakfast cereal and a
magical Christmas each year.
Kate have a choice? Absolutely. But our culture
complicates that choice considerably. Kate can make
much more money using her body as a sexual object
than she can using her body and mind to further herself
or others.
And so back to my original question: Do we need
feminism in the U.S? By all means. We need feminism
because someone has to tell Kate that she’s worth more
than this, that she’s killing her soul from the inside out.
Someone has to tell men that they’re doing no better for
themselves by indulging at clubs or computer screens.
Someone has to tell those who control the media that
women are more than curves and opportunities.
We need feminism because the deadly drone of
attitudes about women, about the monetary worth of
sexual appeal or hard work, about the ways men and
women should dress or act, is killing our society with
its persistence.
As privileged men and women, we must actively
care about the plight of women in other parts of the
world. But we must also care about Kate. We must ask
ourselves some questions and think seriously about the
answers. In what ways do we contribute to the norms
that oppress her? In what ways do we buy into them?
What do we reinforce by the clothes we wear, the shows
we watch, the magazines we read, the words we speak,
the products we buy?
Contrary to the message of our culture, Kate is worth
more than her sexual appeal. So am I. And so are you.
Join me in knowing this, in saying so, and in purposefully
living out its truth.
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Student comments on chalkings on campus
To the Editor:
The recent racism flare-up translates to the lack of
diversity and acceptance of diversity on campus. Hope
College certainly struggles with this. We publicly and
properly promote diversity. But the real way to promote
diversity, I believe, is not to plaster snapshots of people
of color laughing and smiling all over prospectivestudent publications, nor is it to accept a certain number
of “black people that think like white people” (to
quote M. De La Torre, former professor of religion
at Hope College). This, it seems to me, is shallow.
We want the token of diversity without the real thing.
We want to be politically correct without
actually changing anything. It’s not about how
many multicultural receptions we have or perhaps
even how many colored faces I see on campus.
But if I come onto this campus and I didn’t grow up
in a middle-to-upper-class home in “white America,” or if
perhaps I am not a Christian, or do not have “conservative”
political views, or otherwise defy the current norms
that seem to reign still at Hope- if I come this way and
am still accepted and befriended by more than those
who belong to this same category of “others,” then, my
friends, we will have achieved the diversity we seek.
There is a difference between being “nice” and being
accepting. Ninety-nine percent of the people on campus
are “nice.” There are less people who will be caught
thinking “yes, you see the world differently than I do...
I’m not sure I agree or even understand, but I’d like to
get to know you anyways, I’d like to learn from you.”

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to be a seminal, relevant mainstay in the communication of
events at Hope College and in the Holland and world communities, as well as a marketplace
for the free exchange of ideas, a collective voice for the spiritual, academic, and artistic fervor of the campus community. We hope to build a greater sense of community by amplifying
awareness and promoting dialogue.

Jennica Skoug (’06)

Racism should not happen in human history
To the Editor:
Upon just finishing reading the Oct. 26 Anchor,
I find myself shaking my head in disbelief. Perhaps
I am speaking as an idealist, but I feel as though the
recent racism occurring on and around campus should
not be happening during this time in human history.
Have certain individuals among us forgotten or become
blind and deaf to the struggles and sacrifices made by
thousands of AMERICANS over the course of history
in the name of EQUALITY? Was that not one of the
foundations of this great nation almost 230 years ago?
It truly makes me physically sick that one human

can deem another human inferior and publicly
humiliate their fellow human beings simply
because of skin color, sexual identity or religion.
Who made these ignorant individuals so hateful?
Better yet, who gave them permission to attempt to snuff
out the fragile flame of FREEDOM and RESPECT?
Pity is what overcomes me for these racist
humans; pity that they have yet to take advantage of
God’s diversity and greatness reflected from every
single creature on earth. Including themselves.
Sarah McDonald (’06)

Rosa Parks’ death not mentioned on campus
To the Editor:
My name is Tonzia Buor and I am a 2005 graduate
of Hope College. I recently read yesterday’s copy of the
Anchor and had some comments I would like to
share with you.
I was angered and then saddened by the lack of any
mention of Rosa Parks passing away on Monday. I am not
really sure if there was no more space in this Anchor to
mention it (but there was space to mention a squirrel being
attacked and bikes on the President’s lawn) and that you
had planned to have a full section in the next publication
of the Anchor, but a great injustice was done to the people
of Hope College.
Unfortunately I was not surprised that the death of

this historic figure, the mother of the modern civil rights
movement who broke down the walls of American
segregation was not mentioned in any Hope College
publication but was, however, surprised that it was not
mentioned in any publication from a school that claims
to strive for diversity and prides itself in truly providing
great education.
I hope as a school publication that reaches out to the
entire campus, you will make it a point to be aware of
different events going on in the world because people need
to be aware that everything that occurs, whether in civil
rights or not, affects each and every one of us.
				
				
Tonzia Buor (’05)

Downtown , from page 1
“An open discussion would be great.”
The combined feedback received by the committee will
be compiled into a revision of the city’s strategic plan for
downtown Holland.
Meyer expects the revision will not significantly affect
zoning, but that it will update the city’s land use plan,
which is used in discussions regarding new development
and renovations.
City officials say the combined public input will take
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The Anchor is a product of student effort and is funded through the students of Hope College,
funding which comes through the Hope College Student Congress Appropriations Committee.
Letters to the editor are encouraged, though due to space limitations the Anchor reserves the
right to edit. The opinions addressed in the editorial are solely those of the editor-in-chief.
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On Oct. 25 I read the messages that sprawled out across
the entrances to VanZoeren, Graves, the chapel and the
Frisbee golf course in large bold letters. Anyone who
missed them was obviously still sleeping on their way
to class. In one respect, this means that people care and
that they find racism unacceptable and are active in their
desire for Hope to be a place of acceptance and diversity.
On the other hand, I wish the chalkers could have had a bit
more taste with some of their slogans. Reading things such
as “fight racism!” made me feel somewhat as if I had read the
phrase “hate hate!” beneath my bound-for-class feet. Most
everyone opposes racism, just as most everyone dislikes
hate. But productive understanding between races will not
be brought about by the absence of racism in the same way
that peace will be brought about by the absence of war.
Searching for more “positive” messages underfoot,
I was encouraged when I read “color your perspectives”
in the middle of the Pine Grove. There, I thought,
that tells us to step outside ourselves and look at
different points of view and different life experiences.
Unfortunately, as I looked closer, I realized that, instead
of this inspiring and metaphorical message, the sidewalk
actually said “color your pectives.” Perhaps the author of
this hastily written statement simply forgot the prefix - I
can sympathize. But if there was some hidden meaning
therein, I will just have to wait patiently until someone
can kindly tell me what a “pective” is. But perhaps
baby steps will add up to a long stride. Let’s hope so.
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about 6 months to reach a final format, which will then be
submitted to the Holland City Council for approval.
Patricia
Fitzpatrick,
MainStreet/Downtown
Development Authority director, says her body is looking
to the updated plan, which encompasses the DDA district.
“We’ll take the information and use that for help with
our goals and objectives,” Fitzpatrick said, including
funding allocations.
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Letter Guidelines
The Anchor welcomes letters or columns from anyone within the college and related communities.The staff reserves the right to edit due to space constraints or personal attacks. Letters
are chosen on a first come, first served basis, or a representative sample will be taken. No
anonymous letters will be printed unless discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to
500 words.
Mail letters/columns to the Anchor c/o Hope College, drop them off at the Anchor office (located in the Martha Miller Center), or e-mail Anchor@hope.edu

Not all Hope students are white and Christian
To the Editor:
This is a warning to the students of Hope: you
are being enveloped by religious fanaticism, a path
that ultimately leads to sorrow and destruction
Your hearts are in the right places but your minds
are not. In your excitement about your God you
close your minds off to other voices, voices that
seem out of tune with yours but are in fact simply
tuned differently.
You are driving those out of Hope that are
different from you. Ever wonder why virtually
all Hope students are white, heterosexual and
Christian? It is because you do not welcome other
kinds of people and make them feel at home. It’s
not that you don’t love them; it’s just that you feel
they need to subscribe to your brand of Christianity
before they will be whole people.
Last semester, Prof. De La Torre had the courage
to suggest that you and your conservative Christian
brethren were being unkind towards gay people.
You drove him away and silenced yet another voice
simply for being different from your own.
Is this really what you want? Is your faith so
weak that you cannot listen to these people? Is such
a faith worth having?
Increasingly, what I see here at Hope is an urge
to celebrate the Christian faith without any concern
for those that are left out in the cold. Certainly we

should celebrate, but a core teaching of this religion
(as I understand it) is loving all people regardless of
anything, including faith background or beliefs.
Believe it or not, there are atheists that attend
Hope College. There are gay people. There are
agnostics. There are Muslims. Not all these people
feel that it is our “God given mandate” (to quote
Steve Haack in his Oct. 16 Anchor column) to
evangelize the heathen unwashed peoples. You do
not have a monopoly on truth. There are other ways
of thinking in the world, and if you do not respect
others they will not respect you.
All of this is pretty abstract, you say. What should
I do? Go to a meeting of a student group whose
views are different from your own. Attend a church
that teaches things you disagree with. Converse
with students different from yourself, and LISTEN
when they speak and take them seriously. Do not
talk with them merely to prove yourself right.
But most importantly DON’T STOP THINKING.
Do not become so wrapped up in your faith you
cannot comprehend others who do not share
your faith. All of the greatest disasters in history
have occurred when a large group of people has
collectively decided not to think: the Crusades,
the Inquisition, the Holocaust. Consider yourself
warned.
			
Joe Turbessi (’06)
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Questionable Republican Leadership in America
To the Editor:
Something is wrong with the Republican leadership in
our country. The past several months have demonstrated
unprecedented incompetence, ethical impropriety, and
hubris.
In the post 9-11 era, emergency and disaster preparation/
response should obviously be a top priority. Yet Michael
Brown, the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) chief appointed by President Bush, was forced
to resign after his agency’s inept response to Hurricane
Katrina. It turned out Michael Brown was a crony who
had virtually no experience in emergency management
and whose prior job had been a judge of Arabian horse
shows.
However, the White House website’s information
on appointments reads, “One of President Bush’s top
priorities is to select men and women of the greatest ability
and highest ethical and professional integrity to serve in
policy making and key administrative positions...”
The Republican Senate majority leader Bill Frist
is currently under investigation by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) for insider trading. To avoid
bias, House and Senate leaders are required to put assets
in blind trust funds. Mr. Frist sold off stock in his family
owned hospital administration company just before it
dropped remarkably, saving millions of dollars. The probe
examines how Frist could have acquired that knowledge.
The Republican House majority leader Tom Delay
stepped down from his position after being recently
indicted on state conspiracy and violating campaign
ﬁnance laws. Known as “The Hammer” for his brash
style, Delay tirelessly raised money for many Republican
representatives. The problem is corporations can’t legally
give directly to campaigns. Allegedly, Mr. Delay rerouted
thousands of dollars from a donor through an intermediary
and then funneled it back to GOP candidates.
Delay is also good friends with Jack Abramoff, a
powerful Republican lobbyist currently indicted for
conspiracy and wire fraud charges. It is suspected that
some of Delay’s travel expenses were paid by Abramoff in
a violation of House ethics rules.
Just last week, Lewis “Scooter” Libby, the Vice
President’s chief of staff, was indicted in the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) leak investigation on
one charge of obstruction of justice, two charges of
false statements, and two charges of perjury. For the
past two years, Patrick Fitzgerald, the prosecutor for
the independent counsel, has been investigating the
identity leak of CIA operative Valerie Plame. Libby
was not charged for directly leaking the name, but for
lying to FBI investigators and the grand jury about how
he learned of Plame’s identity.
Overall this investigation opens up the question
whether the administration knowingly and fraudulently
led this country into war on false premises rather than
just acting on bad intelligence. However Mr. Fitzgerald
explicitly stated that was not part of the indictment or
investigation. Still, at time of urgent national security,
someone who leaks the name of a CIA operative
endangers not only the life of the agent, but of US
citizens.
Please note I am not saying there is something wrong
with individual Republican legislators or voters. But it’s
now blatantly obvious that the current administration
and GOP leaders’ narrow ideology, contempt for
dissent, and braggadocio has compromised America.
Of course it’s not like Democrats have moral
high ground either. We all remember the impeachment
of Bill Clinton. However, the patterns of ethical and
legal impropriety of current GOP leaders outlined in
this letter must not be taken lightly. Perhaps having a
monopoly on the Senate, House, and executive ofﬁce
resulted in this unabashed hubris. Or maybe Tom
Delay’s smiling, giddy mug shot reﬂects the status
of current Republican leaders’ values; it simply is a
facade.
Either way, what are we as citizens to do
about all this? We are duty-bound to hold our leaders
accountable, something we did not do in November
2004.

Will Nettleton (’07)

PARKS, FRoM PAGE 1

want to walk around and be presumed racist,
and black people don’t want to walk around
and be labeled lazy or criminal,” he said.
Reginald Haney (’06) met Rosa Parks at
his junior high school near Chicago. He was
struck by her devotion towards encouraging
younger African Americans to get their act
together, so that the sacriﬁce of her generation
would not be in vain.
To Haney, it was amazing to “see a living,
breathing person who contributed to African
American history, to American history. It
was the ﬁrst time I felt part of American
history.”
While Haney feels that awareness of
racism, particularly on Hope’s campus, has
improved, he is dismayed by the lack of a
similar improvement with regards to the
frequency of racist incidents.
Greene agreed, saying that although there
has been lots of talk on racial issues, many
students think the problem isn’t that bad
because it’s not as blatant anymore.
Still, she was uplifted by the campus’s
reaction to recent racist incidents. “The
voices of the community in the wake of
these incidents are really promising,” she
said. “These are the ways we give tribute to
people like Rosa Parks.”

sidewaLK
etiQuette
Noah David Lein
COLuMnist

Bleeding White (and Other Assorted Colors)
They tell me what to do. Oppose racism. They tell me
what is right. Embrace diversity. I see this everywhere.
The sidewalks are cut and their blood runs freely as the
hoses burst and the dew sets in. The voices creep. My
generation howls like a wounded animal in the night.
I stand above these gaping wounds, staring at the
message below me, people walking by holding hands and
whispering class things. Oppose. Racism. Something so
big that Crayola-kielbasa-sized chalk can’t even capture
it beneath the arch of Graves Hall, but it’s there anyway,
wheezing at me under my boots.
The sore oozes into English 113 papers and Gathering
messages and this newspaper. We all feel the blood
between our toes and some want to pretend it’s not there
and others want to stick their messy feet in others faces,
but we all have the same blood-stained boots. I take mine
to class and whine about sidewalk-chalk because it’s
easier than spending my night hunched over blocks of
concrete with a nub of the stuff in my hand, spreading
the gospel.
The wound is infected. Some yelp in pain. Others
pretend to know the cure and stuff it full of nickels and
dimes, but the blood sneaks out anyway. Those people
hurt too, you know. I can hear them mumbling as they
pass by. Nobody thought that attempting a cure would
create a disease. I thought I knew what the cure was, until
the river of rainbow sidewalk blood poured past Peale and
into our meals at Phelps. Nobody ever wants to mention
anything beyond 16th Street anymore.
Love your neighbor, the sidewalk sighs, never
suggesting the possibility of nails and a tree. But that’s
the best part of the deal. There’s plenty to go around,
these days.
Now there’s a bandage, a big, fat, and white square of
paper lined with black words, safe words, smiling letters
and silk ties. Let’s make it all better. The old generation
speaks with the ﬂair and grace that has clotted many
bleeds in their time, and so it must be the thing that will
make these sidewalks better before they run completely
dry. We need to know: our mothers and fathers have
scars, too. They have many scars that are hidden well,
but would be good for us to understand. So they stick on
the Band Aid that worked when chalk wasn’t sold in so
many colors.
But the blood peeks through. The bandage runs red,
and orange, and purple and white, until it is devoured and
the deep, jagged cuts in our sidewalks run freely even
more, spelling out scripture and wisdom and the tokens
of youthful enlightened thinking. The wails grow louder,
the pain more piercing, and the cure far distant. The blood
washes away into memory, as the brilliant and colorful
life spills into grass and darkness.
The perpetrators of this mutilation – not those who
perform the cutting or whose shadows dance upon the
sidewalks at night, no not them – they will probably never
know the message is really meant for them. Meanwhile,
the victims will put away their chalk, but only for awhile,
until they must open the veins of our campus once more.
These voices always speak. Soon they will whisper
through snow. Soon they will whimper through sheets of
imprisoning ice. They will ﬁght through the pavement
until there is no more need for bloodshed. And until that
day, as an act of gratitude for easy passage from here to
there, I will offer these sidewalks my ear. It’s the best
these listening boots can do.

ClaSSIFIeDS
TO SUBMIT A CLASSIFIED:
Contact anchorads@hope.edu.
Classiﬁeds are $2
for 25 words or less
Chevy Blazer for Sale
2001great condition. 2wd, power
locks, windows, moonroof, AC,
Bose stereo. 65,000 miles. Contact James.Ralston@hope.edu

World’s Largest Pumpkin Pie
will be available for consumption
on Nov. 3 from 7-9pm on 8th St.
in front of The Warm Friend Retirement Home, come and enjoy!

Your Proclamation Here? For
just $2 your announcement can
ﬁll this space. Whether it be a
birthday, guitar for sale or club
event, The Anchor is the answer.

Happy Birthday to our Kissable,
Rowdy, Irresistible, Sassy, Totally Awesome Homie! We love you
Krista Homakie. Have an amazing day. Lots of love, Cluster 2-2

Dear Bam Bam and Dino,
You are the two most amazing
play girls. Stay classy and make
odd year remain the best.
Yours Truly, Belenos

The Parsonage 1908
Bed & Breakfast

Holland’s First Historic B & B
6 East 24th Street
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 396-1316

AAA Approved
FODOR’s Upper Great
Lakes Best B & B’s

10% Discount to Hope Parents

Students are invited to Sunday morning breakfast at no extra charge
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Sports

Upcoming Home
Games
Nov. 4 Women’s Volleyball v.
Adrian
Opening MIAA match Calvin v.
Alma at 5:30 p.m. First place
Hope to play afterwards, both
games are at the Dow Center
on 13th and Columbia.
Nov. 5 Women’s Soccer v.
Kalamazoo
Noon at Buy’s Athletic Fields,
11th and Fairbanks
Nov. 5 Men’s Soccer v. Alma
2 p.m. at Buy’s Athletic Fields,
11th and Fairbanks
...........................................

Sports Blurb

Women’s soccer one
win away from a third
straight title
The Flying Dutch are within
a game of winning a third consecutive MIAA championship
and competing in the NCAA
tournament. Led by Coach Leigh
Sears the Dutch overthrew the
Hope-record with their 17th victory of the season. Sweeping 13
teams this fall, the team shutout
Tri-State 3-0 on Tuesday.
Both Hope and Calvin are tied
for MIAA first place with records
14-1 for the season. For the finale
game of the year, Hope will play
at home vs. Kalamazoo while
Calvin will compete against
Olivet.
In their 10th win in a row,
Hope held a 19-1 advantage in
shots on goal. The Dutch led 20 at halftime with goals from
Kristine Krcmar (’06) and Sarah
Sosolik (’09). Sarah Cochrane
(’08) also scored in the second
half with the game-closing shot.
Goalie Holly Nestle (’07)
needs to block one more shot to
break her former record of 35
career shutout games (12 this
season).
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Sailing the briney blue

Greg Reznich
Staff Writer

The Hope College Sailing
Team soars into action this
coming weekend as they host
the Area East Championships.
This is the third consecutive
year the team has hosted the
championship event, which is
to be held at Macatawa Bay
Yacht Club on Nov. 5 and 6.
Ten teams are expected to
compete, including several
Big Ten sailing teams, such
as the University of Michigan,
Michigan State, and Ohio
State. The teams coming into
this event do not have previous
rankings. The season is based
on how teams perform this
weekend.
The top three teams will
advance to sail in the Midwest
Collegiate Sailing Association
(MCSA) championships over
Thanksgiving weekend in
Chicago against the top three
competitors in the Area West
Championship.
The teams will be racing
420’s this weekend, which are
the most common sailboats
in collegiate racing. 420’s
are midsized sailboats that
generally use a crew of two or
three people per boat.
This past weekend Hope
competed in “The Last
Call Regatta,” at Indiana
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steady as she goes — Nathan DeYoung (’06) pulls starboard as he sails the un-

predictable waters of Lake Macatawa in preparation for this weekend’s tournament.
University-Purdue UniversityIndianapolis University (IUPUI),
and brought home third place
overall. Marc Palma (’06) and
Nathan DeYoung (’07) both view
this performance as the highlight
of the season.
Each year many new sailors
come out for the team. Some
have never sailed before, and
fortunately, this year’s newcomers
are learning fast.

“They are one hundred times
better than when they first got out
on the water,” DeYoung said.
Besides competing, team
members
develop
strong
friendships develop as the team
travel for the different regattas.
Hope’s team has also bonded with
other teams at regattas, including
Northwestern.
“They came and we just sailed
all day, and hung out on the

beach,” said Palma.
The team will try to continue
its success from last weekend
into the AEC. Palma expected the
team to finish mid fleet.
Other teams expected to attend
are Purdue University, Indiana
University, Denison University,
Ohio
University,
Medical
University of Ohio, and Western
Michigan University.

Barnett to set school PAT Record
Nick Hinkle

Senior Staff Writer

Despite Hope’s 3-5 record this season, their
kicking has been close to perfect. Nate Barnett
(’06), Hope’s field goal kicker, set a new Hope
record for point after touchdowns (PATs).
Although scoreless in last week’s game, Barnett
kicked six for six on PATs and raised his career
total to 100 against Adrian two weeks ago.
The original record of 96 PATs was set by
Greg Bekius (’80) from 1977-80. Ironically,
Barnett never made breaking the record a
primary pre-season goal.
“The main thought on my mind was I’m a
senior and I better make the most of this while I
got it,” Barnett said, “I didn’t even notice that I
was in contention for this record until I read the
report on the football website in August.”
Barnett conquered the PAT record by
successfully kicking 19 consecutive PATs.
The
streak
began against
Kalamazoo
when Barnett
went five for
five in PATs.
Continuing the
streak, Barnett
went three for
three against
Olivet, five for
five
against
Wisconsin
Lutheran
and six for
six
against
Adrian.
B a r n e t t ’s
kicking style
includes a set
routine
and
a variety of
superstitions.
“My mind

set before each point that I kick is relaxed.
I don’t like to get worked up, and I don’t
like to put pressure on myself,” Barnett
said. “As for a routine, there really is no
difference between a PAT and a Field Goal.
However, superstition is my Achille’s
heel.”
Some of Barnett’s game day superstitions
include: right sock turned inside out, a lucky
penny from his grandfather taped inside his
helmet, always wearing eye black, having
the same athletic trainer tape his ankle and
wearing two sweatbands, one with a cross,
and the other with GRAMPS spelled on it.
Barnett’s kicking performance has not
only motivated him, but the team as well.
Photos by Zach Trumble
“My performance has motivated the
superstitions lead to
team by showing how much we can
PAT streak — Nate Barnett’s
accomplish if we work together,” Barnett
(’06) pre-game traditions could
said.
be fueling his record-breaking
Coach Dean Kreps also enjoys Barnett’s
season of 19 consecutive PAT’s.
presence on the field and what he brings to
the team.
compliment to the offensive players that
“When he performs at a high level,
have been around from my freshman year
it motivates the entire team. To have
till now,” Barnett said.
confidence in the fact that he won’t miss
a kick really gives a
boost to our team,”
Kreps said.
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remaining. Barnett
will try to extend his
PAT streak and help
Hope against TriState Saturday, Nov.
5 at 12:30 p.m.
“Although
it’s
my name in the
record book, this
kind of record is a

